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2 3SUMMARY

WINTER 2013-2014 ON THE 
CÔTE D’AZUR? THINK SNOW!

The "Destination Côte d’Azur Montagne" in the wintertime 
remains a land of surprising contrasts. 

Between sea and snow, the big coastal towns offer visitors a 
full range of options thanks to the winter activities available 
in the nearby mountains.

Six Côte d'Azur mountain resorts have earned the label 
"Stations Villages des Alpes du Sud" (Village Resorts of the 
Southern Alps). These small resorts –  which are not as well 
known as the International Resorts Isola 2000, Auron and 
Valberg – are truly worth discovering. They are real hidden 
gems tucked away in the valleys of the Côte d’Azur.

Finally, in these pages you will find all of the activities you can 
pursue in the exceptional protected landscapes that lie just a 
stone's throw from the Mediterranean, all in what we call the 
Côte d’Azur!

Have a good read!



 
DID YOU KNOW? PEOPLE HAVE BEEN 
SKIING ON THE CÔTE D’AZUR 
SINCE 1889! 
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In 1889, , the Chevalier Victor de Cessole, from an old noble 
family in Nice, joined the Nice chapter of the Club Alpin Français 
(the French Alpine Club) and set out to tackle the highest peaks 
of the Alpes-Maritimes and the Argentera Massif. He made 
first ascents on mountains like the Corno Stella in 1903 and the 
Aiguilles de Pelens in 1905 before turning his focus to the peaks 
of the Alps, including Mont Blanc. Just as Lord Broughman did to 
attract the English bourgeoisie to Cannes, Cessole invited friends 
from high society to share his wonder at the beauty of the scenery 
in the mountains of the Alpes-Maritimes and to enjoy skiing, 
sledding and ice skating among the peaks in this stunning range...

Cessole was tireless in sharing his expeditions with others 
through articles and photos of summits and villages, and he 
befriended the famous mountaineers of the era. His goal: for 
people to discover the mountains of the Alpes-Maritimes, the 
least known of all the Alps.

To do this, he served as president of the local chapter of the Club 
Alpin Français from 1900 to 1932 and increased initiatives to open 
the mountains to the public.
Conferences, banquets and group outings helped educate city-
dwellers. Through school trips, teenagers discovered the rewards 
of effort and the wonders of nature.
Many mountain refuges were built in Vésubie, Gordolasque, Tinée 
and Boréon.

Cessole was also the one to launch skiing in the region by 
organizing the first competition in Peïra-Cava with the Chasseurs 
Alpins (French alpine troops). He then went on to inaugurate the 
first downhill and jumping competitions with the Alpes-Maritimes 
Ski Club in Beuil-les-Launes.

At the beginning of the 20th century... A new craze for winter sports 
hit the Northern Alps. Even the Alpes-Maritimes began to appeal 
to a certain degree to the "masses" staying in the coastal towns 
of the Côte d'Azur.

Public authorities in the Alpes-Maritimes decided to make the 
brand new resorts in the department into models showcasing the 
latest technologies. This is how the third cable car in France was 
installed in Auron in 1937.
The French alpine skiing championships were hosted here for the 
first time in 1938.

 

 



 
TODAY, THE CÔTE D’AZUR SKI 
RESORTS ARE FIRMLY ROOTED 
IN THE 21ST CENTURY! 
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 The Côte d’Azur is one of the most well-known tourist 
destinations in the world for many reasons: its beautiful 
coastline; the reputation of its main cities (Nice, Cannes, Antibes 
and neighbouring Monaco); media coverage of its international 
events; and its rich History and cultural and architectural heritage.

But the true hidden treasure of the Côte d’Azur is located in the 
territory of the Haut Pays (the high country). In fact, mountains 
occupy 80% of the Alpes-Maritimes Department.

Thanks to the power of the public authorities (the Alpes-Maritimes 
General Council and the Nice Côte d'Azur Metropolitan Area), who 
improved access to the area's valleys many years ago, the Côte 
d'Azur is now a remarkable and surprising destination for resort 
skiing and en excellent place to explore exceptional sites.

Lovers of the great outdoors will be surprised by the 
complementary balance they can find between mountains and 
sea on the Côte d'Azur. They can play with this balance during 
their stay, making their time on the Côte d'Azur even richer in 
discoveries and activities...

This logistical asset – the proximity of the seaside to ski resorts, 
the short time it takes to get from sublime Mediterranean shores 
to the magnificent snowy landscapes in the Côte d'Azur mountains 
in winter – is nearly impossible to find anywhere else in France.

Both in terms of flora and fauna, the high country is just as 
remarkable as the coastline, and protected areas in Mercantour 
National Park and the Pré-Alpes d’Azur Regional Natural Park 
offer extraordinary landscapes.

Fortified hilltop villages, mountain habitats, painted chapels and 
Baroque churches add to the wealth of this mountain territory.

We thus invite you to take to the slopes of the Côte d'Azur for a 
rejuvenating change of scenery!

Alain GUMIEL
President of the CRT Côte d'Azur 

(The French Riviera Tourist Board)

TOURISM FACTS 
AND FIGURES
The Alpes-Maritimes - under the brand name "Côte d’Azur 
Montagne" - have 15 ski resorts including 3 classified as 
"international" (Isola 2000, Auron and Valberg) and 4 that are 
dedicated exclusively to cross-country skiing. 

In total, there are:
 l	 233 alpine ski runs (for 469 km),
 l	 29 cross-country ski trails (184 km), 
 l	 96 ski lifts.  

The Alpes-Maritimes General Council and the Nice Côte d'Azur 
Metropolitan Area continually invest in the ski areas in the region, 
particularly in snowmaking equipment which makes it possible to 
extend the ski season. 

The annual gross revenues from ski lifts total nearly €20 million. 

The accommodation capacity of the resorts reaches 9,665 beds 
in 245 different accommodations, but the total capacity of the 16 
communes encompassing the resorts is in fact higher: 12,324 beds 
in 489 accommodations. 

Overall, nearly 300,000 visitors from outside the Côte d'Azur and 
160,000 Alpes-Maritimes residents are estimated to visit the 
Alpes-Maritimes ski resorts (the "snow perimeter") each winter. 

Stays lasted an average of 5.2 nights in 2006-2007, 5.7 nights in 
2007-2008 and 6.3 nights in 2008-2009. During their time in the 
Côte d’Azur ski resorts, visitors spend an average of nearly €80 
per day (€107 for foreigners).

Source Observatoire du Tourisme – CRT Côte d’Azur



EVERYTHING YOU 
NEED TO KNOW 
ABOUT "CÔTE D'AZUR 
MONTAGNE” SNOW
> www.frenchriviera-mountain.com
 
   Côte d’Azur Montagne

GETTING TO THE SKI 
RESORTS IN THE 
ALPES-MARITIMES 
The easiest way to get to the ski resorts in the Alpes-Maritimes 
is from the coast. This is an important point in favour of the Côte 
d’Azur Montagne destinations!

Nice, Cannes and Mandelieu, the Côte d'Azur capitals, are the 
gateways to the 15 Alpes-Maritimes ski resorts.

THREE INTERNATIONAL 
RESORTS
Valberg  Where children are kings!    
    Area linked to Beuil-Les-Launes

Isola 2000 The switched-on resort with a sea view 

Auron   Technical and authentic
  

SIX "STATIONS VILLAGES 
DES ALPES DU SUD"
(VILLAGE RESORTS OF THE SOUTHERN ALPS)

6 village resorts labelled "station villages" in the Department 
(out of a total of 29 throughout the Hautes-Alpes, Alpes de Haute 
Provence and Alpes-Maritimes Departments): 
 
Caille- L’Audibergue  Resort with a Sea View  
    (In the Grasse area)

Castérino Far North Atmosphere    
    (Roya Bévéra Valley)

La Colmiane–Valdeblore Friendly and family-oriented  
    (Between Vésubie and Tinée)

Roubion   Stunning views   
    (Vésubie Valley)

Saint-Dalmas-Le-Selvage The highest village 
    in the Alpes-Maritimes
     (Tinée Valley)

Saint-Martin-Vésubie Le Boréon Nordic skiing centre 
     (Vésubie Valley)

OTHER RESORTS IN THE 
ALPES-MARITIMES
IN THE GRASSE AREA AND WITH A SEA VIEW:

Gréolières-Les-Neiges   Resort with a sea view 
    45 min. from the centre of Grasse
 
IN THE NICE AREA:

Val Pelens Saint-Martin-d’Entraunes
Estenc-Entraunes  
Turini-Camp d’Argent
Peïra-Cava
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10 GOOD REASONS TO SKI
ON THE CÔTE D’AZUR  
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THE SNOW-SEA 
CONTRAST?
THE EXTRAORDINARY 
CÔTE D’AZUR
This is the most "exotic" holiday that France has to offer. The unique 
setting of the Côte d'Azur makes it possible to combine an urban 
or beach holiday in one of the major coastal towns with a day in the 
snow, on skis!

SKI 5 MONTHS OUT OF THE 
YEAR ON THE CÔTE D’AZUR
On the Côte d’Azur, it is possible to ski more than 5 months out of 
the year, from the end of November to mid-April!

All visitors can find something that fits their budget.

Stylish clients will find the most prestigious ski equipment brand 
(Moncler) in Cannes. Moncler opened its shop at 14, La Croisette. 

Transport is arranged so that clients can be on the snow-covered 
slopes of the Alpes-Maritimes ski resorts in less than 30 minutes. 
In the evening, they can be back in the prestigious coastal hotels the 
Côte d'Azur is famous for.

Family clients will find classes and activities organized especially 
for children among the choices offered by the 15 ski resorts and 
Nordic areas in the region. 

"Adventurers" can experience the most extreme activities in the 
heart of Mercantour National Park or the Pré-Alpes d’Azur Regional 
Natural Park: igloo building, ice climbing, paragliding…

SKIING WITH A SEA VIEW, 
LIKE NOWHERE ELSE! 

Due to the exceptional geography of the Alpes-Maritimes, on a 
clear day, skiers can see the blue waters of the Mediterranean from 
several of our resorts: Valberg, Isola 2000, the Col de Turini (Turini-
Camp d’argent), Roubion, Gréolières-Les-Neiges and L’Audibergue!

BLUE SKIES AND 
SUNSHINE 
Exceptionally sunny: over 300 days of sun per year (above 1,500 m).

 

"REAL" SKI RESORTS IN 
THE ALPES-MARITIMES!  
15 ski resorts and Nordic areas, each one unique, including 3 resorts 
considered "International".

Ski resorts are open from the end of November to mid-April.

In total: 700 kilometres of ski runs.
l	 Alpine skiing: more than 230 runs for nearly 500 km.
l	 Cross-country skiing: 35 trails for nearly 200 km.
l	 Close to 100 ski lifts.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



l		 Over 100 blue and green runs for beginners!

l	 Nearly 650,000 m3 of hillside reservoirs (for producing organic 
snow: water, cold and air, no additives) to guarantee snow from 
December to April.

l Each year, improvements are made to the ski lifts, which include 
detachable chairlifts for up to 6 people and cable cars. 

l Take advantage of the quality runs (FIS International Ski 
Federation standard) and comfortable and efficient high-speed 
ski lifts that help you make the most of the day’s skiing (high-speed 
detachable chairlifts, hands-free passes...).

GUARANTEED SNOW!
Thanks to many years of investment on the part of local authorities, 
the Alpes-Maritimes ski resorts now enjoy quality snow on nearly all 
of their skiable terrain.
l	 80% of the total skiable terrain in Isola 2000 
 Isola 2000: the resort with the most snow in 2009 and 2010
l	 85% of skiable terrain in Valberg
l		 40% in Auron

 

 
 
 

GETTING HERE: QUICK 
AND EASY!
Short journeys. Under 3 hrs 30 min from Paris to the slopes!
l 1 hour 20 minutes by air between Paris, the major provincial 
cities and Nice. Nice has the second largest airport in France after 
the Paris airports and welcomes over 11 million passengers every 
year.
 

l	 1 hour 30 minutes (by car or bus) from the coast to the 
resorts. The Alpes-Maritimes General Council endeavours to 
facilitate access to the Alpes-Maritimes ski areas by improving 
and maintaining the roads in the Department’s valleys. Since 
2000, major improvements have been made in all of the valleys to 
reduce travel time to the resorts and make the roads safer.

The "100% neige" bus. Direct shuttles from the coast to the 
ski resorts!
The “100% neige” shuttles offer efficient and economical public 
transport to the ski resorts from the SNCF railway station and 
airport in Nice. 
These "snow shuttles" link Nice to 3 resorts every day: Auron, 
Isola 2000 and Valberg, and La Colmiane and Roubion at the 
weekend. 
Organized to suit skiers’ schedules, the “100% neige” shuttles 
offer a real alternative to the car for getting to the resorts.

The service can be booked on line on www.lignesdazur.com for €4 
for a single journey and €8 return. Otherwise, you may purchase 
your ticket directly on the bus for €5 for a single journey and €10 
return. 
Journeys between the villages of the valley on the classic regular 
lines cost 1€50.

For bigger budgets:  
Helicopter transfers from the main coastal towns to the 
Alpes-Maritimes ski resorts (25 minutes travelling time).
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A PROTECTED TERRITORY 
BETWEEN MERCANTOUR 
NATIONAL PARK AND 
THE PRÉ-ALPES D’AZUR 
REGIONAL NATURAL PARK
This protected territory in the heart of the snowy peaks visible 
from the coast is one of the things that make the Alpes-Maritimes 
special! 

Here the Alps meet the sea and are even more majestic as a result 
of this encounter with the beautiful blue... and it is truly a "gift 
from heaven" that a place can offer visitors both the mythical Côte 
d'Azur and one of the most magnificent national parks in France: 
Mercantour, now a cousin of the new Pré-Alpes d’Azur Regional 
Natural Park (Grasse area).

These mountains prove to be an irresistible draw throughout the 
year for lovers of the famous Côte d'Azur. 

From Nice, following the natural corridor formed by the main 
valleys  - Var, Tinée, Vésubie and Roya-Bévéra – we enter what is 
called the "high country", dotted with peaks, forests and hilltop 
villages and stunning red rock gorges such as Cians and Daluis.
 

These magnificent and fiercely protected spaces attract nature 
lovers and ramblers, leading them into encounters with marmots, 
chamois, bearded vultures and... a bit more difficult to see, the 
famous wolf! 

Here we can admire the pure water of alpine lakes and, in the winter, 
on snowshoes, learn to "read" fresh wildlife tracks on the snow. We 
can also choose to build igloos or tackle towering icefalls...
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IGLOO BUILDING, 
ICE CLIMBING, DOG 
SLEDDING, SKIJORING 
AND SNOWSHOEING ON 
THE CÔTE D’AZUR!
Within an hour and a half of the large coastal towns on the Côte 
d'Azur, it is possible to escape for a few hours or overnight for a 
surprising and individual experience in the heart of a protected 
wilderness area!

Here are the most original options:

SKI PARAGLIDING
 

 

BUILD AN IGLOO ON THE CÔTE D’AZUR!
 

 

CLIMB AN ICEFALL IN MERCANTOUR

DOGSLEDDING ON THE CÔTE D’AZUR
 



SKIJORING ON THE CÔTE D’AZUR
 

AIRLUGE BOARD (AURON)
 

OTHER ACTIVITIES AVAILABLE IN THE RESORTS:
• Speed flying • An introduction to laser biathlon • Snow scooting 
• Snakegliss • Skibobbing • Snowshoeing and Yurts  
 
Without forgetting motorized sports: snowmobile excursions, 
ice racing, snow quads…

SNOWSHOEING, immersed in the pristine white landscapes 
of the Côte d’Azur: in breathtaking landscapes deep in the 
forest surrounded by silence, see chamois, deer and bighorn 
sheep or listen to wolves in the distance... Lovers of unspoilt 
wilderness will fall under the spell of the landscapes that make 
up 80% of the total surface area of the mountainous zone in the 
Alpes-Maritimes Department.

 

DID yOU kNOw? 

There are 6 summits above 3,000 m in the Côte d’Azur mountains.
Gélas and Clapier in the Vésubie Valley
Ténibre in the Haute Vallée du Var
Cimet and Pelat in the Haut Var
Corborant in the Haute Tinée

The most stunning trails are way-marked thanks to the efforts of 
the Alpes-Maritimes General Council. Many of these trails are listed 
in the snowshoeing guide book "RandOxygène: Raquette à neige".
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QUALITE TOURISME 
(QUALITY TOURISM) 
OUTDOOR ACTIVITIES
The Côte d’Azur is committed to the "Qualité Tourisme" label for 
Outdoor Activities so as to best meet the demands of visitors who 
love the mountains. In fact, the Alpes-Maritimes Department is a 
leader among the outdoor activity providers committed to the Plan 
Qualité Tourisme at the national level. This label applies to a number 
of activities throughout the Department: aerial sports, white water 
activities, hiking-climbing and cycling & mountain biking.

Snow activities  

Côte d’Azur providers carrying the "Qualité Tourisme" label:

FLIGHT  Gabriel GUIRAO  
   IMAGIN’AIR  
   www.imagin-air.com  

HIKING  François FALOCI  
   ROYA EVASION    
   www.royaevasion.com 

AIR LUGE BOARD Richard MARTINEZ 
   DESTINATION NATURE  
   http://destination-nature.vpweb.fr 

SNOWSHOEING   Marc BERIMI  
   MONTAGNE MERVEILLE AZUR 
   www.montagnes-merveillesazur.com  

SNOWSHOEING Fabrice MOREL
AND IGLOOS TAOS EVASION 
   www.taos-evasion.com 

SNOWSHOEING François CHOLLET
AND IGLOOS TERRES DES LACS    
   www.gitetonic.com  

GRADE 6 ICE CLIMBING Pascal CLEMENTI
IGLOOS,  ODYSSéE VERTICALE
SNOWSHOEING www.odyseeverticale.com  

SNOWSHOEING Jean-Maurice OLLIVIER  
   MARCHE OU RêVE

 

SNOWSHOEING Patrick SCAGLIA 
      DESTINATION MERVEILLES  
   www.destination-merveilles.com 

SNOWSHOEING Benoit COUVREUR    
      AUBERGE DES BAOUS   
      www.aubergedesbaous.com 
 

Off-snow activities

Service providers in the Department's off-snow sites:

Laurent BOUDIER SOLEYO     
   www.soleyo.fr 

Mathieu BRESSON NICE RAFTING     
   www.nicerafting.com 

Greg GERMAIN G2VISION     
   www.1001sentiers.fr 

Pascal RICHOUX CAMP 4     
   www.camp4.fr 

Yannick OBRADOVIC FUN TRIP     
   www.funtrip.fr 

Antoine HOSPITAL MERCANTOUR VTT   
   www.mercantourvtt.com 

Robin ZAVALA LES PIROGUES    
   www.lespirogues.com 

In addition, nearly thirty qualified guides and leaders, all of whom 
hold state diplomas in their fields of expertise, organize winter 
activities in the Alpes-Maritimes Department. The public can find 
the services these guides offer on the site:
www.visitcotedazur.travel

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

10 GOOD REASONS TO SKI ON THE CÔTE D’AZUR



 

"SEA-SNOW"
PACKAGES & STAYS  
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Cannes – Isola 2000, Auron or Valberg
 
  

A HOLIDAY BETWEEN THE SEA AND THE MOUNTAINS 
AT THE HÔTEL MAJESTIC BARRIèRE***** 
IN CANNES.  
The package includes:
• Room with a sea view.
• A one-day ski pass for Auron, Isola 2000 or Valberg.
• Transport to and from the resort in a luxury car or helicopter.
• Dinner for 2 at Fouquet's (3 courses - Not including drinks).
• A relaxing 30-minute massage for 2 at the hotel spa.
Starting from €1,580 for 2 people with transport by luxury car.
Starting from €3,380 for 2 people with transport by helicopter.

A HOLIDAY "BETWEEN THE MOUNTAINS 
AND SEA" AT THE HÔTEL GRAY D’ALBION****
IN CANNES. 
The package includes:
• A deluxe room
• A one-day ski pass for Auron, Isola 2000 or Valberg.
• Transport to and from the resort in a luxury car or helicopter.
• Dinner for 2 at Fouquet's Cannes at the Majestic Barrière 
 hotel (3 courses excluding drinks).
• A relaxing 30-minute massage for 2 at the Hôtel Majestic Spa.
Starting from €1,460 for 2 people with transport by luxury car.
Starting from €3,260 for 2 people with transport by helicopter.

Booking: Barrière Hotels & Casinos in Cannes
Tel. +33 (0)4 92 98 77 22



 
Nice/Auron and Isola 2000:
2 sea/snow options
	Carnival & Skiing  
	Foot race & Skiing

   

• For tourists attending the Nice Carnival: 
 -10% on ski passes when you present a carnival ticket at the 
 time of purchase (Auron and Isola 2000).
 Offer valid from 14 February to 4 March 2014.

• For participants in the 10-mile rock'n roll at the Nice Carnival: 
 when you present your race number at Auron and Isola 2000 
 at the time you purchase your pass: receive a 50% discount 
 for the runner and a 10% discount for 1 companion (on one 
 day passes).
 Offer valid from 14 February to 21 February 2014.

Information:  
Nice Tourist Office – Tel. +33 (0)892 70 74 07 

Auron Tourist Office – Tel. +33 (0)4 93 23 02 66
Isola 2000 Tourist Office – Tel. +33 (0)4 93 23 15 15

Mandelieu-La Napoule -  
Gréolières-Les-Neiges 
SEA-MOUNTAIN WEEKEND:
MIMOSAS AND SNOW
A ramble in the heart of a mimosa forest in Mandelieu & 
Snowshoeing in Gréolières.

From January through March, take a weekend with the family 
and experience both the sea and mountains under the Côte 
d'Azur sun.

• Accommodation in a 3-star holiday village in Mandelieu- 
 La Napoule, on the Mediterranean coast,
• 2 nights' accommodation for 4 people including breakfast,
• 1st day: a ½ day guided walk in the fragrant Tanneron massif, 
 the largest mimosa forest in Europe.
• 2nd day: pre-arranged transport by car to Gréolières-les 
 Neiges (55 km – a 1 hour journey) and an enjoyable snowshoe 
 hike with your own guide.  Lunch on your own (picnic or 
 restaurant).

Hiking guide exclusively for your family.
Meals and drinks are extra. 
Prices valid from January through March (excluding zone B 
school holidays - 22/02/2014 to 10/03/2014)

Price:  €155 per person (based on 4 people)
 

Contact: Office de Tourisme et des Congrès
Tel. +33 (0)4 93 93 64 78 - promo@ot-mandelieu.fr

 

 

Non-exhaustive list. New offers will be available in the coming weeks.
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Helicopter transport:

HéLI AIr MONACO 
Helicopter transport and a ski pass.
Departing from one of the coastal cities, arrive at the Isola 
2000, Auron or Valberg ski resort in 20 minutes by helicopter.  

Le COULET mountain refuge excursion
Between the mountains and the sea – Visit a chalet in 
Saint-Martin-Vésubie.
• Departure from the coast for a flight of around 15 minutes,
• Drop-off and welcome near the Coulet mountain refuge 
 located at 1,300 m above sea level at the end of a forest trail 
 overlooking the village of Saint-Martin-Vésubie and at the 
 foot of the snow-capped mountains of the Mercantour 
 Massif,
• A welcoming glass of champagne,
• A French country meal served on the terrace of the chalet 
 refuge or inside with a wood fire burning, depending on the 
 weather,
• To relax after your meal, you can opt to take a "digestive" 
 walk in the woods immersed in complete tranquillity.
• Return and helicopter take-off by 3.30 pm at the latest.

Between the mountains and the sea – Boréon Lake:
• Departure from the seaside for a flight of around 20 minutes,
• Landing on the shores of Lake Boréon, at the edge of 
 Mercantour National Park and near the Alpha wolf park,
• Welcome upon landing and lunch at the cross-country ski 
 Chalet, in the "L'Ô à la bouche" restaurant,
• Guided tour of the Alpha centre, in the heart of Mercantour 
 National Park,
• Return and helicopter take-off by 3.30 pm at the latest.
> www.heliairmonaco.com 
  

 
AzUr HéLICO
A helicopter company providing on-demand transport between 
the coast and the international ski resorts of the Côte d’Azur.
> www.azurhelico.com/fr/transport/isola-auron

 



THE INTERNATIONAL SKI RESORTS
 Valberg  Where children are kings!
    Area linked to Beuil-Les-Launes
 Isola 2000  The switched-on resort with a sea view 
 Auron   Technical and authentic
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VALBERG – 
WHERE CHILDREN
ARE KINGS!
Sea view

 > www.valberg.com 

This village, with its buildings of wood and stone, is located on the 
edge of Mercantour National Park at 1,700 m above sea level. Its 
ski runs range between 1,500 and 2,066 m in altitude.

For many years, Valberg has had two main development 
priorities: to put families first and to follow a policy of sustainable 
development in the resort.  

At Valberg, which has earned the "Famille Plus" label, it can truly 
be said that children are kings:  

• Once their children are 3 months old, parents can enjoy the 
 "Les P’tits Poucets" day nursery for the youngest members of 
 their family (up to 6 years).
• Once children are 3 years old, the ESF (French Ski School) 
 welcomes these future champions in its "Club des Piou-Piou", 
 but this is not all. Little ones will also love the "Les P’tits Skieurs" 
 programme, the toboggan runs, the entertainment especially 
 for them and the multimedia library where they can borrow 
 books, games and toys free of charge while they are staying in 
 the resort.

Valberg is among the French resorts that subscribe to the 
National Sustainable Development Charter for Mountain 
Resorts. Starting this year, this commitment involves an action 
plan lasting from three to ten years.
The resort has pursued exemplary sustainable development 
practices for years (replanting, maintenance, refurbishment, 
awareness raising, buildings that conform to HEQ norms, etc.).

 

SkIABLE TErrAIN
• Alpine skiing
 90 km of runs –linked to the Beuil-Les-Launes ski area.
 53 runs (6 black, 22 red, 14 blue, 11 green).
 22 ski lifts:  16 ski tows, 6 chairlifts.
 400 snow cannons. 3 hillside reservoirs.

• Cross-country skiing: 25 km of trails overall on 3 different 
 trails (1 blue, 2 red).

• Snowparks:
 - Freestyle Big Air Bag: installed at the departure point of the 
 Croix du Sapet chairlift, this huge blow-up cushion is for 
 experts or beginners wanting to discover jumps and freestyle 
 in complete safety. 
 - The Valberg Park Snowpark: on the Tony run in the Eguilles 
 sector, Valberg Park welcomes riders of all levels with  
 "beginners" line and an "experienced" line, including moguls, 
 kicks and various rails. 

• 25 km of Nordic ski touring and snowshoeing routes.

• The Golf Club Nordic area: toboggan runs, snowshoe trails 
 and the Golf Club eco-trail.

NEw IN 2013/2014

• Doubling of the "La Tony" red run in the Eguilles sector. The 
 middle and lower parts of the run will be doubled to more 
 easily accommodate ski competitions.

• Instalment of the "Video Zone" in the Family Park located 
 in the Tête du Sapet sector (at the top of the "Combe 
 Sainte Marie" blue run). Skiers scan their hands-free passes 
 (Liberty Pass) at the entrance to the zone to start recording 
 their videos, taken by several cameras, as they make their 
 way through the Family Park features. The following day, 
 skiers can use their Liberty Pass numbers to find their videos 
 on-line on www.valberg.com and share their feats with 
 others.

VALBErG DEALS 
• FAMILy PACkAGE:  1 adult pass purchased at full price = 
 50% off 1 pass for children under 12.

• STUDENT PACkAGE: 1 student pass purchased at full price = 
 25% off 1 student pass.

These package offers apply to 1- to 14-day passes.



A LITTLE HISTOry: THE CrADLE OF SkIING IN THE 
ALPES-MArITIMES
In 1909, Knight Victor de Cessole began to discover the winter 
potential of Beuil. In 1910, the Alpes-Maritimes Ski Club held its 
first sports competition at the resort, which organized speed 
and cross-country races as well as jumping, freestyle and luge 
competitions.
On 9 March 1930, Beuil inaugurated the Launes ski jump. 
Competitors' jumps ranged from 30 to 50 m.
In 1931 and 1932, the Chamonix-Beuil long-distance trek crossed 
the Alps via the high passes in just over 10 days.
On 21 February 1937, a new record of 58 m was set on the Launes 
Olympic ski jump.
Today, the ski runs at Beuil are linked with the Valberg runs.  As 
a result, the Beuil/Valberg ski area has over 90 km of alpine ski 
runs and Nordic ski trails. In parallel, Beuil groups together all its 
Nordic skiing activities at the Launes centre.

JOINT SkIING ArEA: BEUIL-LES-LAUNES
> www.beuil.fr 

Marked trails for snowshoeing or cross-country skiing lead to 
"La Chapelle Saint-Jean-Baptiste" (dating from the 19th Century 
and restored in the 1990s) through unspoilt wilderness on the 
Saint-Jean plateau.
 1,430 m to 2,100 m

THE VALBErG PLANETAry TrAIL

Exceptional and unique in Europe. 
From the heart of the village, ramblers can set off on the path of 
the planets and discover the solar system reproduced on a scale 
of 1:1,000,000 in the Valberg ski area (1 m = 1 million kilometres in 
space).

Grandiose, monolithic works resembling Land Art are set out 
along a snowshoe trail or a snowy trail for hiking on foot. These 
educational, contemplative and relaxing stopping places all have 
a connection with astronomy.
A multimedia GPS guide is available on request.
The app can be downloaded free on Appstore.
Open year-round.
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ACTIVITIES IN THE rESOrT
QUADS AND SNOwMOBILES
Experience new thrills in the snow at the controls of a snowmobile 
(from 5.00 pm) or on an guided quad trek (during the day).
> www.quad-motoneige-valberg.com 

HEATED INDOOr SwIMMING POOL open during holidays.

HOrSE-DrAwN SLEIGH rIDESE organized by the Ranch du 
Lagas.
> www.ecuries-delamoute.com

SyNTHETIC ICE SkATING rINk
A "3S" Smart Ice Arena, both environmentally friendly and fun, on 
the central village square. 

FOr FAMILIES
The Valberg resort has earned the "Famille Plus" label, which 
means it has a certain number of facilities for families and 
respects stringent criteria when it comes to services, supervision 
and safety.
• "Les P’tits Poucets" day nursery (for children between 3 
 months and 6 years old) - HEQ norms
• "Les P’tits Skieurs" Programme (for young children 3 years 
 and over): ski lessons at the "Club des Piou-Piou" and meals 
 at the "Les P’tits Poucets" day nursery followed by an 
 afternoon siesta and games.

• Mini ski tow, mini air bag, children’s games open daily.  Ski tests 
 for the ESF (French Ski School) levels "Ourson" and "Flocon".
• "Team ESF" competition training for children 6-11 years old, 
 "Club ESF" for children 12 and over. "Mini" level: "Chamois" or 
 "Flèche de Bronze". During school holidays and at weekends 
 in the winter season, the ESF organizes competition training 
 to prepare children for races and potentially for joining the 
 resort ski club.
• The Valberg Family Park has added new features and 
 playgrounds, and an extra stretch has just been completed on 
 the Combe Sainte Marie run with a video zone so that skiers 
 can revisit their feats on video on www.valberg.com 

Since winter 2011-2012, Valberg has been working hard  to better 
serve young people with the following activities:
• Valberg Park (snowpark on the Tony run).
• The Freestyle Big Air Bag at the departure point of the Croix 
 du Sapet chairlift, with free admission. 
• The Valberg Family Park in the La Croix and La Tête du Sapet 
 sectors.
• The Golf Club Nordic Area: 100% family! 
 In winter, the Valberg Golf Club site welcomes children on 
 packed down, marked toboggan runs, and also has a 
 snowshoeing trail with views of the Saint Honorat chain and 
 Mont Mounier. 
 Club house open.
• The Golf Club Eco-Trail: set in natural surroundings, this 
 snowshoeing trail dedicated to the environment and 
 sustainable development broaches themes such as water, 
 energy, transport, waste and winter and summer leisure 
 activities by means of 8 visuals. The programme includes 
 advice and simple gestures to adopt at once in order to 
 preserve the planet.  

Resort served by the "Bus 100% Neige" from Nice.
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ISOLA 2000, THE 
SWITCHED-ON RESORT
Sea view

> www.isola2000.com 

Isola 2000 has 120 km of runs that range between 1,810 and 
2,610 m above sea level.  
 Its skiable terrain is 70% covered by artificial snow.

 

NEwS AND DEALS
wINTEr 2013-2014

Passes and packages:
PrIVILEGE PACkAGE: 3 days of skiing + 2 nights with half 
board in a 2-star hotel - Starting from €174 per person.

FLASH SALES:
Every Tuesday at 8.00 pm on the Internet: -50% on 1-day, 3- to 
5-day and 7-day passes (excluding weekends, school holidays 
and the entire month of April).

FAMILy PACkAGE: -10% on the purchase of at least 4 passes of 
the same duration, starting from 3 consecutive days (including 
at least 1 adult pass and 2 passes for children between the ages 
of 5 and 16).  

SPrING SkIING – APrIL DEALS (usually after Easter weekend).
1 purchased adult pass = 1 free pass for a child under 12 (offer 
valid daily up until closing time).
Special offer applies to all resort merchants (equipment hire, 
accommodation, meals, etc.).

THE HISTOry OF THE rESOrT
The Isola 2000 ski resort was inaugurated in 1972. Yet the project 
was born in 1947, after the Second World War, owing to the 
existence of an Italian military route linking Isola with Vinadio, 
Italy over the Col de la Lombarde pass along the new border.
The adventure began when an Englishman discovered the 
beauties of Chastillon and decided to establish a winter sports 
resort on the site. The idea gained ground, and in 1964, the local 
council adopted the resort concept.

SkIABLE TErrAIN  
• 120 km of ski runs. This consists of 42 different runs, including 
 3 black, 11 red, 21 blue and 7 green.
 20 ski lifts including 2 cable cars, 10 ski tows, 5 chairlifts and 1 
 funicular.
 1 hillside reservoir: 150,000 m3 - 430 snow cannons – Area 
 covered:  120 hectares.

• Handrails and a snowpark with a sound system at an altitude 
 of 2,300 m.
 Boardercross on the Mouflon run.
The resort features high-performance installations for 
snowboarding.

ISOLA 2000 rUNS -
3 SPOTS FOr SNOwBOArDErS! 
 

"TONy’S SNOwLAND" SNOwPArk AT ISOLA 2000
Named after the Vancouver Olympic Games bronze medallist, 
Tony Ramoin, this snowpark is both a fun and attractive place to 
ride. The area stands out both in terms of identity and visibility 
now that it has been moved to the centre of the ski area.
Features are available for all levels: Half-pipe / Slopestyle / Big 
air / Jib zone / Beginners area.
The Boardercross area, located on the Mouflon run, is the site of 
many national and European competitions and easily lends itself 
to intense and entertaining moments on the slopes.
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THE BIOPArk
The biopark is a snowpark located in a natural environment among 
the trees with obstacles made of wood. The course consists of 8 
wooden features hidden in the forest. Over 140 m long with a total 
of 12 features spread out over 3,500 m².
2 areas for beginners and experienced riders.
In addition, information panels along the course give riders 
technical advice as well as environmental facts about the 
different totems (large wooden sculptures) installed in the park in 
the form of animals living on the site (chamois, marmots, wolves, 
tetras, frogs...).

BACk TO BACk: THE SNOw CLUB wITH THE MOST MEDALS 
IN FrANCE
Back to Back was founded in 1991 in Nice by a group of friends 
who shared a common passion which, at the time, was more a 
way of life than a sport. Initially for downhill sports in general, 
the association later specialized in snowboarding only. It didn't 
take long for good riders to emerge, who, thanks to the club, were 
able to travel to competitions and win many medals. The nucleus 
of the (Southern) snowboarding pioneers came together at Isola 
2000. This is where snowboarding began and the first snowparks 
appeared.
In 1994, the Club set up an Alpine section, making it the largest 
snowboarding club in France. Over the years, members of Back 
to Back have included leaders in snowboarding as well as several 
of the early national and international champions such as Tony 
Ramoin who finished 3rd in the finals at Vancouver 2010 (event: 
snowboardcross).
The organization has become more professional, and members 
take numerous training courses (Judges, Monitors, Technical 
Directors). As a result, Back to Back has been able to organize 
regional and national competitions, including the French 
Championships in 1995 and 1996, and to further develop this new 
downhill sport.
Today, Isola 2000 is recognized as a benchmark resort in the 
snowboarding world.
> www.back-to-back.fr 

NON-MOTOrIzED ACTIVITIES IN THE rESOrT  

ISOL’AIr
For attacking ski or snowboard jumps in complete freedom!

SNOwSHOEING AND yUrTS  
Night-time snowshoe hikes (30 to 40 min.), once the ski area has 
closed, to a heated Mongolian yurt, includes a drink.
> E-mail : raquetteandyourte@gmail.com 

SPEED FLyING
On the off-piste areas of the plateau, the paragliding school 
Imagin’Air organizes introductory courses to speed flying, which 
combines the pleasures of flight with the joys of downhill sports.
> www.imagin-air.com 

 
 
 
 

SkI PArAGLIDING
You can enjoy this activity in several of the Department’s resorts 
with your preferred board on your feet – a great way to take in the 
scenery from a bird's eye view! At Isola 2000, the professional 
paragliding school Imagin’Air organizes tandem flights, offering 2 
options:
• An introductory flight over the Sapin run and then the Avenue 
 run from the summit of Pélevos to Belvédère; this is a way to 
 experience the first thrills of gliding.
• A flight with a change in elevation of 1,850 m starting on 
 Sistron, for lovers of long flights on skis. The flight follows the 
 amazing ridge of the Sistron, Merlier, Méné and Crosille 
 summits (depending on snow coverage in the village).
> www.imagin-air.com 

SNOwSCOOT
Snowscoot is a downhill sport that is performed in resorts, in all 
snow conditions and on the same types of slopes as alpine skiing 
or snowboarding.
The equipment is designed to be used on the ski lifts and can be 
hired in most sports shops in the resorts.

SNAkEGLISS/SLEDGE TrAIN
Sledges attached to one another to form a train for going down 
the runs in a chain.
For groups – booking required.

MOTOrIzED ACTIVITIES IN THE rESOrT

ICE rACING
Follow in the tracks of the Andros Trophy, either to improve 
your technique or simply enjoy yourself, on the excellent 990 m 
long Nissan Isola 2000 ice driving circuit. For several years, the 
site has hosted the biggest national and international ice racing 
competitions.

kArT CrOSS ON ICE
On the ice driving track, on a real competition kart converted for 
use on ice: thrills and chills guaranteed.

SNOwMOBILING
The pleasures of Canada a stone's throw from the Côte d’Azur. 
Drive a snowmobile solo or with a passenger by day or by night on 
an exceptional site or follow forest paths and ski runs. Beautiful 
landscapes and big thrills guaranteed. All snowmobile excursions 
are led by a guide.

> For all these activities: www.sportsloisirs.net 
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FOr CHILDrEN
• "Les Pitchouns" day nursery, for children between 15 months 
 and 4 years old.
• "Le Club des Piou-Piou" (for ages 3½ to 6) welcomes little 
 ones in areas specially designed for introducing them to 
 skiing.
• "Le Club ESF" (French Ski School Club) for children 7 and over.  
 "Mini" level: the "Étoile d’Or" for children from 7 to 9 years old; 
 the "Flèche d’Argent" for children 10 and over.  All winter long, 
 the ESF organises courses for beginners as well as for 
 competitive skiers wishing to perfect their technique. The 
 school also offers training courses in off-piste skiing and 
 other mountain activities.
• "Le Club des Sports d’Isola": for children 7 and over (entrance 
 based on a performance test). Competition training courses 
 and team training for alpine skiing and ski-cross.
• The "Back to Back" Club provides children with scaled-down 
 snowboarding facilities and offers leisure/improvers courses 
 in the holidays.

APrèS-SkI !
AQUAVALLéE – ISOLA VILLAGE 
(20 minutes by car from the resort)

 

Located at the entry to the Mercantour villages and resorts, 
the Aquavallée complex is an oasis for pleasure, well-being, 
sport, relaxation... After skiing, there is nothing better than a 
moment of much deserved rest...
 Aquavallée offers a variety of sports and relaxation activities.

Resort served by the "Bus 100% Neige" from Nice.
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AURON, TECHNICAL AND 
AUTHENTIC
> www.auron.com 

Auron, a village resort located at 1,600 m above sea level, offers 
the most skiable terrain in the Department with its 135 km of 
ski runs. The resort combines both pleasure and technique. 
The central village square, with shops, boutiques and bars, is a 
convivial meeting point for skiers.

 

NEwS AND DEALS 
wINTEr  2013-2014
Improvements:  
Expansion: the second phase of the Auron Family Park. A fun 
improvement for both children and adults wishing to give 
freestyle a try, with obstacle games such as bumps, wooden 
features, slide bars, etc.

Passes and packages:
PrIVILEGE PACkAGE:
3 days of skiing + 2 nights with half board in a 2-star hotel 
Starting from €174 per person.

FLASH SALES:
Every Tuesday at 8.00 pm on the Internet: -50% on 1-day, 3- to 
5-day and 7-day passes. (Excluding weekends and holidays).

FAMILy PACkAGE:  
-10% on the purchase of at least 4 passes of the same duration, 
starting from 3 consecutive days (including at least 1 adult pass 
and 2 passes for children between the ages of 5 and 16). 
Payment in a single transaction.

SPrING SkIING – APrIL DEALS 
(usually after Easter weekend)
1 purchased adult pass = 1 free pass for children under 12 (offer 
valid daily up until closing time).
Special offer applies to all resort merchants (equipment hire, 
accommodation, meals, etc.).

A LITTLE HISTOry
In the Old Provencal language, Aura means air and wind. Without 
doubt, the name Auron comes from the light breeze that blows 
nearly constantly on the plateau. For centuries, the Auron plateau 
was used for cultivation and grazing by the inhabitants of Saint-
Étienne-de-Tinée.
At the beginning of the 20th Century, the only "foreigners" to come 
here were soldiers on manoeuvres and a few rare skiers. It was 
not until 1931 that a road suitable for motor vehicles linked Saint-
Étienne to Auron. Around this time, two large ski resorts began to 
install cable cars: Megève in France and Sestriere in Italy.
Inspired by this example, the Alpes-Maritimes General Council 
decided to finance the same equipment in Beuil-Valberg and 
Auron. In 1934, Auron hosted its first skiing competition. Its first 
cable car (the third in France) was inaugurated on 30 January 1937. 
It transported 25 people at the amazing speed of 2 metres per 
second!
In 1938, Auron was host for the 27th French championships, but 
the war put the resort into such a deep sleep that it did not really 
wake up until thirty years later.
The opening of nearby Isola 2000 in 1971 led to Auron’s revival. 
This rebirth was so spectacular and well thought out that, since 
1979, the resort has hosted the French men’s and women’s alpine 
ski championships three times. 
The resort has since celebrated 70 years of skiing and today 
boasts 135 km of runs.

SkIABLE TErrAIN
40% snow coverage thanks to artificial snow.
Spans 4 sectors: Las Donnas - Sauma longue - Demandols - 
Lieuson.
• 42 runs: 8 black, 16 red, 16 blue and 2 green.
 20 ski lifts including 2 cable cars, 1 pulsed gondola, 10 chairlifts, 
 7 ski tows and 2 magic carpets.

• 300 snow cannons.

• 2 hillside reservoirs: 65,000 m³ and 120,000 m³.

AUrON SNOwPArk 1 600
Snowboarders of all levels are welcome in 2 different areas: an 
initiation area and intermediate and skilled area.
• The Initiation Area: A playground for families and young 
 children with reduced-size features and handrails suitable for 
 beginners. This area is designed for those wanting to try the 
 sport or take ESF lessons as well as for ski and snowboard 
 clubs.
• The "Intermediate" and "Skilled" Area is for more experienced 
 riders. It is a progressive playground that provides bigger 
 and bigger thrills. Features and several MP concept handrails 
 are strategically placed on the right-hand side of the park so 
 as to ensure fluidity and a high-quality show.

 
 



IN THE rESOrT
Horse-drawn sleigh or pony rides, snowshoeing, ice skating, 
visits to historical chapels and museums, a well-being centre, 
paragliding (on request).

FOr CHILDrEN
• "Les Oursons" day nursery for children between 3 months and 
 4 years old.
• "Le Club des Piou-Piou" (ages 3 to 4) and the "Mini-Club" (ages 
 4 to 7) both have facilities especially for children: a chalet with 
 games for rest times; a free mini ski tow for introducing 
 children to skiing; and preparation for the "Ourson" and 
 "Flocon" ski level tests.
• Team ESF "Surf": training courses for children and adolescents 
 (level 3* required) during school holidays and at the weekend. 
 Learn to snowboard in the Family Park located on the Hubac 
 run. Expansion of the children's snow garden, which will now 
 cover 1,400 m2 and be equipped with a new ski tow.

Resort served by the "Bus 100% Neige" from Nice.

IN THE VICINITy:  
The village of SAINT-ETIENNE-DE-TINéE

 

Saint-Etienne-de-Tinée is located on the road between the 
Col de la Bonette and Restefond.  The village conceals many 
treasures, especially its chapels and Italian frescos dating 
from the 15th Century.
No fewer than 17 chapels were built here. One of the most 
interesting chapels is that dedicated to Saint Sebastian.
The streets retrace the life of the village, including the 
disasters it has suffered and the times it has been rebuilt. This 
village of 1,500 inhabitants offers direct access to the Auron 
ski runs by cable car.
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THE "STATIONS VILLAGES 
DES ALPES DU SUD" 
(Village Resorts of the Southern Alps)
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29! That is the number of "Stations Villages des Alpes du Sud®" 
that have signed the charter with the same name. 
These resorts were selected as part of the process initiated 
by the Provence-Alpes-Côte d'Azur Regional Tourist Board 
in collaboration with the Alpes-de-Haute-Provence Tourism 
Development Agency, the Hautes-Alpes Departmental Tourist 
Board and the French Riviera Tourist Board.

In the Alpes-Maritimes, the following villages have earned the 
label:

Caille-L’Audibergue  Resort with a Sea View  
     (In the Grasse area)

Castérino  Far North Atmosphere     
     (Roya Bévéra Valley)

La Colmiane–Valdeblore Convivial above all   
     (Vésubie Valley)

Roubion     Stunning views    
     (Vésubie Valley)

Saint-Dalmas-Le-Selvage  The highest village 
     in the Alpes-Maritimes
     (Tinée Valley)

Saint-Martin-Vésubie The Le Boréon Nordic skiing centre
     (Vésubie Valley)
 

 

The "Stations Villages des Alpes du Sud" are based on a unique 
concept: these resorts combine the friendliness of year-round 
village life with a Southern personality and a human and family 
dimension. The activities they offer are characterised by 
simplicity and diversity. In these village resorts, you will find all 
the essential elements of a winter holiday in the mountains, rich 
in emotions and encounters.

The charter sets out the membership criteria for the resorts that 
carry the name "Station Village des Alpes du Sud®". 
The "Station Village des Alpes du Sud®" network is the initiative 
of the Provence-Alpes-Côte d'Azur Regional Tourist Board in 
collaboration with the Southern Alps collective, which consists 
of the French Riviera Tourist Board, the Alpes-de-Haute-
Provence Tourism Development Agency and the Hautes-Alpes 
Departmental Tourist Board.

The "Station Village des Alpes du Sud®" name is registered with 
the National Institute of Industrial Property (INPI).

The membership criteria set out in the charter are as follows: 
A historic village, less than 2,000 inhabitants, actions to raise 
awareness about environmental protection, reasonable facilities 
for skiing, some accommodation, food outlets and shops, a 
reference organisation for tourism.

All of the villages involved:

ABRIES – ANCELLE – ARVIEUX – CAILLE – CASTérINO  –
CEILLAC – CERVIERES – CHABANON – SELONNET – 
CHAILLOL – CREVOUX – LA CHAPELLE EN VALGAUDEMARD – 
LA COLMIANE-VALDEBLOrE – LARCHE – MONTCLAR –
MOLINES – NEVACHE – PELVOUX – REALLON – RISTOLAS – 
rOUBION-LES-BUISSES – SAINT ANNE LA CONDAMINE –
SAINT-DALMAS-LE-SELVAGE – SAINT-MArTIN-VéSUBIE LE 
BOréON – SAINT LEGER LES MELEZES – SAINT PAUL SUR 
UBAYE – SAINT VERAN – VALLOUISE – VILLAR D’ARENE – 
VILLARD SAINT PANCRACE.



CAILLE L’AUDIBERGUE 
(LA MOULIERE) – BALCONY 
TO THE CÔTE D’AZUR IN 
THE GRASSE AREA 
Sea view  
> Andon: www.ville-andon.com  
> Caille: www.ville-caille.net 

Located in the communes of Andon and Caille, this ski area, which 
includes the L’Audibergue and La Moulière resorts, is a popular 
spot just 35 km from Grasse.
L’Audibergue, like Gréolières-Les-Neiges, is close by and easy to 
reach from the seaside. Both resorts share a stunning feature: 
their ridge lines are true balconies overlooking the Côte d’Azur, 
with views of the Lérins Islands, the coast, the Var and the Alpine 
range.
1,400 to 1,650 m.

SkIABLE TErrAIN
• Alpine skiing
 28 km of ski runs.
 23 runs: 1 black, 10 red, 5 blue and 7 green.
 7 ski lifts.

• Cross-country skiing on the “Plaine de Caille”: 30 km of trails 
 (2 green and 1 red).

• Snow Park.

ACTIVITIES
Snowshoeing, dog sledding, hiking, potholing, underground via 
ferrata, paragliding, microlite flying...

SNOwkITING (kITESNOw) AT L’AUDIBErGUE
One of the most prized spots in the Department for snowkiting 
enthusiasts.  

 

DOG SLEDDING: LITTLE TrACk kENNEL
Le Collet de la Serre - 2383, route du Pont du Loup - ANDON 
> Contact : Pascal BAYARD - Tel. 33 (0)4 93 60 11 15/33 –
 33 (0)6 43 59 60 09

And also... SNOwSHOEING

IN THE VICINITy...
BISON AND PrzEwALSkI HOrSES…
ON THE COTE D’AzUr! MONTS D’AzUr NATUrE rESErVE – 
THOrENC 

A former 700-hectare holiday camp in Thorenc at 1,500 m 
above sea level is now the site of a scientific project for 
conserving species and preserving natural environments in the 
mountains north of Grasse. The Monts d’Azur nature reserve is 
a protected natural area that is home to a wealth of wildlife and 
habitats and is remarkable in its diversity.
The reserve’s mission is to restore and preserve animal and 
plant species and their fast-disappearing habitats.
The reserve also offers visitors a wide range of services and 
facilities, including rooms and meals on the farm and excursions 
led by a guide either on foot or in a wagon pulled by magnificent 
draught horses. These services give visitors the opportunity to 
learn more in-depth about this exciting project.
Those who are lucky may catch sight of a bison up close or in 
the distance...
Accommodation available in the Reserve. 
> www.haut-thorenc.com  

Closes mid-November. Open during the Christmas and 
February holidays (Zone B) and at the weekends from January 
to March – Booking required (accommodation/restaurant and 
guided visits dependent on weather conditions).
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CASTÉRINO (TENDE)– 
FAR NORTH ATMOSPHERE 
ON THE EDGE OF 
MERCANTOUR 
NATIONAL PARK
> www.tendemerveilles.com or www.royabevera.com 

On the edge of Mercantour National Park in the upper Roya Valley, 
the little Castérino valley is an exceptional natural area that 
will delight cross-country skiing, snowshoeing and ski touring 
enthusiasts. Dog sledding is also available on the site.
1,540 m to 1,600 m.

SkIABLE TErrAIN
• Cross-country skiing
 10 km.
 10 trails: 4 blue, 3 red, 3 green.

ACTIVITIES
SNOwSHOEING 

DOG SLEDDING
Dog sledding outings and initiations in some areas around 
Mercantour National Park, mainly in Roya-Bévéra (Castérino).
> Information (for Castérino):
 Association du Développement Touristique de la Roya 
 Bévéra (the Roya-Bévéra Tourism Development Agency) or 
 www.sherpamerveilles.org 
 

IN THE VICINITy...
THE rOyA-BéVérA VALLEy
Far from the resort slopes, this favoured valley is marked by its 
imposing landscape. In winter, the shepherds' and forest trails 
in the area are impassable for vehicles, intensifying the feeling 
of isolation.
But the valley is nonetheless full of villages to explore. From 
Sospel to Tende, the area's Franco-Italian past can be felt in the 
streets, painted chapels and baroque churches...  
> www.royabevera.com  



LA COLMIANE 
VALDEBLORE – FRIENDLY 
AND FAMILY-ORIENTED
> www.colmiane.com 

 

Valdeblore is located between the Vésubie and Tinée rivers. The 
area is almost entirely covered by vast forests. The commune 
is made up of 4 villages: La Bolline (1,000 m); La Roche (1,100 m); 
St-Dalmas (1,300 m); and Mollières (1,600 m). The area is also home 
to the summer/winter resort "La Colmiane" (1,500 m – 1,800  m), 
which has 30 km of ski runs and a large area for snowboarders.
The villages have preserved their historic architecture.
1,400 m to 1,800 m.

SNOw NEwS – wINTEr 2013-2014
IMPrOVEMENTS:
• Addition of a second reservoir with a capacity of 42,000 m3 
 to increase the water resources available for snowmaking. 
• Construction of a snowmaking plant to optimise production.
• Expansion of the existing network to guarantee snow on the 
 Pic sector served by the Express chairlift.
• Improved runs: recontouring of the lower part of the Airelles 
 run in the Conquet sector.

NEwS:
For children 3 years and over:
• The French Ski School (ESF) children's snow garden: a magic 
 carpet, ski tow and roundabout.
• Dermophil Kid Park: a mini park with freestyle features for 
 children and teens.
> ESF: Tel. 33 (0)4 93 02 83 57

ACTIVITIES!
A Freestyle Airbag designed for practising ski or snowboard 
jumping. This is a safe and fun way to discover jumping and 
freestyle.

SkIABLE TErrAIN
• Alpine skiing:
 A 30 km area.
 20 runs: 2 black, 8 red, 6 blue and 4 green.
 6 ski lifts: 1 chairlift, 5 ski tows.
 Artificial snow: 8 runs and the children's snow garden.

• 34 km of snowshoeing routes.

• Snowpark :
 Freestyle area equipped with a rope tow.
 Big Air Bag and freestyle airbag.

ACTIVITIES
SNOwSHOEING
Stunning routes await snowshoers, many with ambitious 
destinations. Those who persevere will find themselves in 
natural areas that seem even more secret and mysterious 
due to the distance travelled. Some examples: Mont Viroulet, 
Mont Pétoumier, Lac Nègre, & the Millefonts lakes.

SkIJOrING
Pulled by a horse or pony, the skier guides the horse by the harness 
at 3 different speeds.
La ferme aux Mille et Une Merveilles de Valdeblore
Le Collet, La Roche – 06420 Valdeblore
> Contact : Marc Ducrez - Tel. 33 (0)6 18 97 03 59
After a session on the slopes, discover the farm and taste regional 
products made on site.
 
INTrODUCTION TO BIATHLON wITH LASEr rIFLES
> Information: La Colmiane Tourist Office

PArAGLIDING
Paragliding Schools
> Tel. 33 (0)6 60 72 60 43 - www.imagin-air.com 
> 33 (0)6 32 45 66 97 - www.ailesdumercantour.fr

SwIMMING POOL 
Indoor swimming pool at La Bolline Valdeblore
> Information: Valdeblore La Colmiane Tourist Office.

FOr CHILDrEN
• "Les Petits Loups" children's snow garden (for children 3 and 
 over): options - 1 lesson or 6 lessons for learning to ski with the 
 ski school. The snow garden is equipped with a rope tow, a 
 magic carpet and a roundabout.
• A freestyle airbag for children.
• A secure toboggan run with free access.

SPECIAL FAVOUrITE!  CULTUrAL HErITAGE
Explore the area's historical and religious sites (the Ste-Croix 
and St-Jacques churches, listed as historical monuments).
"You enter a church built around 1000 A.D. by Benedictine monks 
from the Pedona abbey in Borgo San Dalmazzo. Constructed 
on a basilica plan, the church originally had only a central crypt. 
The north and south crypts were not added until around 1100-
1150, when the priory received the remarkable relic of the Holy 
Cross. The church, located in the heart of the Saint-Dalmas 
priory, thus adopted the name "église dédiée à l’Invention de 
la Sainte-Croix" (church dedicated to the Invention of the Holy 
Cross). Only the building used for worship remains today.
The church underwent several transformations throughout the 
course of the 16th and 17th centuries, resulting in the building 
as we know it today, classified as a Historic Monument since 
1943. It is marked by two important architectural periods: First 
Romanesque and Baroque".
 

Resort served by the "Bus 100% Neige" from Nice.
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ROUBION-LES-BUISSES – 
THE RESORT WITH 
STUNNING VIEWS 
Sea view

 > www.roubion.com 

  

This ski area spans more than 30 km of unspoilt countryside, 
revealing stunning panoramic views to hikers, snowshoers and 
skiers alike. On a clear day, don’t miss the magnificent view of the 
sea and Corsica from the top of Mont Pommier, with your feet in 
the snow! N.B. The resort is only open at the weekend and during 
school holidays.
1,410 m to 1,920 m.

SkIABLE TErrAIN
• Alpine skiing
 30 km of skiable terrain.
 20 runs: 2 black, 12 red, 4 blue, 2 green.
 8 ski lifts: 7 ski tows, 1 chairlift, 1 rope tow.

• Cross-country skiing
 12 km of trails (packed down for skating) with 2 loops (1 red 
 and 1 blue).
 Favourite - Col de la Couillole.

• Toboggan runs.

FOr CHILDrEN 
The "Club Piou-Piou" for young children from 10.30 am to 12.30 pm 
under the auspices of the ESF (French Ski School). A magic carpet 
lift for children.

ACTIVITIES
SNOwkITING, in the Pommier area. 
Snowkiting involves using a kite to glide across the snow on either 
a snowboard or skis.
Snowkiters are able to move through the mountains in untouched, 
open spaces - passes, valleys and fields - and to explore and climb 
slopes with very little wind.
> For more information: www.unit6.fr  
 

SNOwSHOEING at Le Col de la Couillole towards the Tête du 
Pommier and the Tête de Giarons… on fresh snow and hilly ground 
under sunny skies.

DEALS!
wEEkS FOr CANNy SkIErS!
wHEN yOU BUy yOUr SkI PASSES: wE wILL PrOVIDE yOU 
wITH ACCOMMODATION FOr ONLy €1 MOrE!!!

February holidays excluding the Nice zone.
Self-catering accommodation (gîtes), excluding electricity.
Valid for 7 days/6 nights – Based on 6 people; supplement if 
fewer than 6 people (4 people: + €25 – 2 people: + €50).
Offer limited to 15 people a week.
> Find descriptions of the gîtes on www.roubion.com 

IN THE VICINITy...  
rOUrE AND ITS ArBOrETUM, A HIDDEN TrEASUrE
Roure, a medieval village located 1,100 metres above sea level 
in the Tinée Valley, has a superb mountain zone arboretum 
(spanning altitudes from 1,000 m to 1,700 m). The collection 
includes broadleaved and coniferous trees from mountain 
areas all over the world as well as collections of maples, old 
varieties of fruit trees, house-leeks and wild roses. And we 
mustn't forget the "Chalet de l’Arbre" with its "Carpothèque" 
(collection of fruits from coniferous trees) and xylotheque 
(collection of wood used by carpenters). The small waterfalls 
for birds and ornithological walk are also exceptional.
"L’Art et l’Arbre": The only European arboretum with an Art 
connection, the Roure Arboretum has mounted an exhibition 
of the work of many artists who are invested in this timeless 
place. In fact, No-Made* brings together artists who have 
left the galleries behind to come to create their works on a 
different theme each year in the biggest open air art gallery: 
the Roure Arboretum. The artists’ creative paths link the 
mountains to the sea, from the customs’ paths of the "Villa Roc 
Fleuri Cap d’Ail" (installation in September) to the mule tracks 
of the Roure Arboretum (first Sunday of October).
The site has in fact become the "no-made" base camp, and here 
the artists put their works into Nature’s hands so that Nature, 
in its turn, can re-sculpt their creations with the snow, hail, rain 
and sun that the seasons bring. Famous "Ambassadors" herald 
"No-Made" each year: Ben, Jean-Michel Folon, Ernest Pignon 
Ernest, Valerio Adami, Ousmane Sow, Nicolas Lavarenne…
*refers to Marcel Duchamp's“readymade”.

SPECIAL FAVOUrITE! 
During the snowy season, the Arboretum guide organizes 
snowshoe treks setting off from the Arboretum and heading 
deep into the forest among the larches. 
If there is enough snow, it may be possible to build an igloo.
VIP Excursions by helicopter to Roure from the coast to 
explore the arboretum on snowshoes, sample coffee from 
Kaffa, Ethiopia and a savour a gourmet meal at the "Auberge le 
Robur" before returning by helicopter to the coast.
Price on request.
Tel. 33 (0)6 07 48 48 76
> www.arboretum-roure.org 



SAINT-DALMAS- 
LE-SELVAGE – 
THE HIGHEST VILLAGE
IN THE ALPES-MARITIMES 
> www.saintdalmasleselvage.com   
> www.stationsdumercantour

 
  
 

Twenty minutes from Isola or Auron, the enchanting village 
of Saint-Dalmas-Le-Selvage is the highest village in the 
Alpes-Maritimes (1,347 m-2,916 m) and has just 80 inhabitants. 
Two-thirds of its land lie within Mercantour National Park.
Saint-Dalmas-Le-Selvage is still a working agricultural village. 
Yet it also offers accommodation and friendly restaurants. 
Visitors can explore the village's 16th century church (classified 
as a Historic Monument) and its 18th century tower as well as the 
cobbled streets and houses with larch shingles.

The natural wealth of the forests and beauty of the scenery make 
this a favourite spot for both regular and Nordic ski touring. The 
village is in fact a popular starting point for all kinds of wilderness 
excursions on snowshoes and skis.

SkIABLE TErrAIN
NOrDIC SkI TOUrING
2 sectors (Anelle and Gianto) – 35 km of routes.

ICEFALLS
The two amazing icefalls at Gialorgues of 100 and 150 m offer 
a world sculpted by water and cold, accessible to anyone 
accompanied by a professional guide.

 



SAINT-MARTIN-VESUBIE 
THE LE BOREON NORDIC 
SKIING CENTRE!
> www.saintmartinvesubie.fr and www.boreon.net 

CrOSS-COUNTry SkIING AT BOréON
ST-MArTIN-VéSUBIE
Located near the village of Saint-Martin-Vésubie, Le Boréon is 
one of the most important Nordic skiing centres in the Alpes-
Maritimes.
1,500 m to 1,800 m.

• 30 km of packed down and way-marked trails.
 Lessons and initiation with a qualified instructor (Brevet 
 d’état).
 Ski and snowshoe hire.

• The centre has several cleared and way-marked snowshoe 
 circuits that wind through the Boréon forest surrounding the 
 ski area.

• The imposing scenery of the Mercantour Massif, particularly 
 the Col de Salèse, the Madone de Fenestre and the 
 Gordolasque, can also be explored via ski touring and 
 snowshoeing.

ArTIFICIAL ICE CLIMBING wALL wITH 
INTrODUCTOry LESSONS FrOM 
A MOUNTAIN GUIDE
Equipped with crampons, ice axes, harnesses and helmets, the 
climber is ready for a new wild and gripping kind of climbing: 
tackling frozen waterfalls. Conditions change constantly from 
one day to the next, offering beginners and experienced climbers 
alike an infinite number of different climbs.
This ice climbing wall, located at the foot of the cross-country ski 
trails, has four 15-metre-high faces. 
Climbing supervised by a mountain guide. 
Open every afternoon during the Christmas and February school 
holidays (Zone B) and Wednesdays, Saturdays and Sundays 
outside of school holidays. 
The opening hours are subject to change depending on weather 
conditions. Outside of these times, groups, schools, clubs, etc., 
can book the ice climbing wall... provided they are accompanied by 
a mountain guide or a professional who is authorized to supervise 
ice climbing

PArk ArVA
Initiation and training site equipped with search devices for 
avalanche victims.

Resort served by the "Bus 100% Neige" from Nice (weekends and 
on reservation).

 

 
ALPHA, THE MErCANTOUr wOLF PArk
Alpha, the Mercantour wolf park, was born out of a desire to 
acquaint the general public with all aspects of the age-old 
confrontation of wolves and Man. However, “Alpha” – the 
international name for the dominant couple in a wolf pack – is 
not just another reserve for wolves in captivity.
It is an animal park in a magnificent setting whose original 
concept makes it unlike any other animal park in the world.

 

Alpha, the Mercantour wolf park, was born out of a desire to 
acquaint the general public with all aspects of the age-old 
confrontation of wolves and Man. However, “Alpha” – the 
international name for the dominant couple in a wolf pack  – 
is not just another reserve for wolves in captivity. It is an 
animal park in a magnificent setting whose original concept 
makes it unlike any other animal park in the world. First of all, 
visitors watch three Scénovisions®, multimedia exhibitions 
lasting around 20 minutes each, whose magnificent scenes 
unfold in renovated former stables (cowsheds). These shows 
depict various characters – shepherds, scientists and forest 
wardens – whose work brings them into contact with wolves, 
albeit for very different reasons. Accompanied by one of these 
characters, an animal behaviour specialist, visitors are taken to 
an “initiation” area and then to meet the wolves in another part 
of the park.
 
Park closed to the public from 11/11 to 21/12/2013.
Then, up until 01/04: the park will be open at the weekend and 
during all of the Zone B school holidays.
> www.alpha-loup.com 

IN THE VICINITy 
THE VéSUBIE VALLEy AND ITS  "3,000s"
Although there are no ski resorts in the Vésubie Valley, it is 
nevertheless home to important Mercantour summits, most 
notably the series of "3,000s" (peaks over 3,000 metres) 
surrounding Mont Gélas (3,143 m). The rugged relief, high-
altitude and exceptional wildlife in the valley have all contributed 
to its renown, making it the cradle of mountaineering in the 
Alpes-Maritimes. Dense forests, scattered larches, steep 
slopes...  
> www.vesubie-mercantour.com 
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OTHER SKI RESORTS 
TO DISCOVER
In the Grasse area:
• Gréolières-Les-Neiges - Resort with a sea view - 
 45 minutes from the centre of Grasse
In the Nice area:
•  Val Pelens Saint-Martin-d’Entraunes – A paradise for children
•  Estenc-Entraunes 
•  Turini-Camp d’Argent – The nearest resort to Nice
•  Peïra-Cava



IN THE GRASSE AREA

GRÉOLIÈRES-LES-
NEIGES - THE BIGGEST 
NORDIC SKIING CENTRE 
IN THE SOUTH-EAST! 
Sea view

> www.greolieres.fr 

 

Established in 1963 in the mountains north of Grasse, Gréolières-Les-
Neiges is the closest ski resort to the coast (25 km as  the crow flies). 
From the summit of Cheiron, you can admire a unique 360° 
panorama of the Côte d’Azur, stretching from the Massif de 
l’Estérel to Southern Italy and Corsica on a clear day and 
encompassing the Alpine range.

Located between 1,400 and 1,800 m above sea level, the resort 
has a family atmosphere and offers separate areas for alpine 
skiing, cross-country skiing and snowshoeing.

SkIABLE TErrAIN
• Alpine skiing 
 1,000 hectares spread over the slopes of the Cheiron Massif.
 30 km of ski runs.
 22 runs: 2 black, 13 red, 4 blue, 3 green.
 11 ski lifts: 10 ski tows, 1 chairlift.
 80 snow cannons.
 

• Cross-country skiing 
 The biggest Nordic skiing centre in the South-East: 30 km of 
 trails (1 loop for skate skiing and 4 trails: 1 green, 2 blue, 1 red).

• Way-marked routes for snowshoeing.

FOr FAMILIES
"Le Club des Piou-Piou" welcomes children 3-4 years and over in 
a specially designed, secure area for introductory ski lessons and 
the "Ourson" ski test.
Bambi rope tow for the very young.

ACTIVITIES IN THE rESOrT
PArAGLIDING
Well-protected from the wind, the Cheiron mountain makes it 
possible to fly nearly every day of the year. Great champions have 
lived here: Bruce Goldsmith (World Champion 2007), Rob Whittal 
(double World Champion for paragliding and hang gliding), etc.

rANDO-ASTrONOMIE (a combination of hiking and astronomy) 
starting from Gréolières-Les-Neiges 
> E-mail: jean-maurice.ollivier@orange.fr 

DOG SLEDDING

OUTDOOr SyNTHETIC ICE SkATING rINk  – in the resort.

DEALS!
→ With the “Ma carte Ski Azur” loyalty card, your 11th ski pass is 
free (full-day or half-day). Offer not applicable to reduced rate 
passes.
→ Pass for 2 resorts, Gréolières-Les-Neiges/L’Audibergue: 
1 one-day pass = 2 resorts.
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IN THE NICE AREA...  

VAL PELENS 
SAINT-MARTIN-
D’ENTRAUNES
> www.valdentraunes.fr/index.php?id=691 

Nestled in the high mountains, Val Pelens is a sunny resort 
near the village of Saint-Martin d’Entraunes. This ski area is 
particularly suitable for children. Excellent areas for snowshoeing 
or ski touring at the base of the Aiguilles de Pelens or around the 
Col des Champs.
1,600 m to 1,750 m.

• The alpine skiing area is especially suitable for children.
 8 runs: 2 red, 2 blues, 4 green.  3 ski tows.

• Cross-country skiing: 6 km of trails total on 3 different trails.

• Snowshoeing routes:  20 km.

SPECIAL FAVOUrITE!. Here, the runs are green and blue and 
there is a large tobogganing area for children.

A QUICk LOOk AT…
LE CIANS – VALLÉE DU VAR
The road to Valberg is sublime, a sort of Colorado on the Côte 
d'Azur. The red rocks take us back through the geological eras 
to the earliest moments of our planet.
As you emerge from these canyons warmly lined with red 
pelite, the plateaux seem to echo the towering peaks in this 
spectacular setting.

ESTENC ENTRAUNES
> www.lesportesdumercantour.com 
> www.entraunes.fr 

Located on the "Route des Grandes Alpes" heading towards the 
Col de la Cayolle, Entraunes-Estenc is a village in a verdant setting 
at the confluence of the Var and Bourdaux rivers. This is a perfect 
place for snowshoeing and cross-country skiing (packed-down 
and way-marked routes, free of charge). Touring skiers are also 
well catered for here thanks to the many nearby summits.
At 1,260 m (alpine skiing) and 1,780 m (cross-country skiing).

• Alpine skiing: 1 green run, 1 ski tow.

• 11 km of cross-country skiing or snowshoeing terrain.

TURINI-CAMP D’ARGENT – 
THE NEAREST RESORT 
TO NICE
Sea view 
 > www.labollenevesubie.com 

Just one hour from the coast, the Turini-Camp d’Argent resort is 
located on the edge of Mercantour National Park and near the 
famous Col de Turini. The resort's typically sunny conditions and 
exceptional scenery make it an ideal destination for alpine skiing 
and snowshoeing. Particularly suitable for young children, Turini – 
Camp d’Argent is "THE family resort" of the Vésubie Valley.
1,600 m to 1,920 m.

• 3 ski lifts.
 4 alpine ski runs: 1 green, 2 blue, 1 red.

• On-site equipment hire (skis and snowshoes).

There are many possible snowshoe excursions around the Authion 
Massif and the famous Pointe des Trois Communes leaving from 
Camp d'Argent, and there are also many routes starting from the 
Turini Massif.

 
IN THE VICINITy...
FArM VISIT: "LES LAMAS DU MIrADOU" LLAMA FArM
Established several years ago on the Col de Turini (allow 1 hr 
15 min from Nice), the Miradou farm has around ten llamas on 
2 hectares at an altitude of over 1,500 metres on the edge of 
Mercantour National Park..
> www.leslamasdumiradou.com 
Accommodation: Les Logis de la Source

HErITAGE rAMBLE - L’AUTHION - HISTOrICAL rOUTE 
IN LA BOLLèNE-VéSUBIE
A stone’s throw from the Col de Turini, the Authion Massif 
and the Pointe des Trois Communes offer a magnificent 
panorama from the Alps to the sea.  Along the route, ramblers 
can explore former military fortifications. The Authion Massif 
was considered to be the keystone of the Alpes-Maritimes 
defensive system by French military leaders. As a result, after 
1880, strategic routes were opened up in the area and different 
forts were constructed: La Forca, Mille-Fourches (1883), the 
Camp de Cabanes Vieilles (1890) and La Redoute des Trois 
Communes (1898).
Today, only the ruins of the forts and barracks remain, yet they 
are still spectacular given their number, their extent and their 
stunning panoramic location.



SPECIAL FAVOUrITE!  - SNOwSHOEING
LA GOrDOLASQUE
(Commune of Belvédère)
The Gordolasque valley is located 12 km north-east of the 
village of Belvédère.  It is one of the most unspoilt entry points 
to Mercantour National Park. The valley offers easy access to 
the Vallée des Merveilles and is also a gateway to exploring the 
highest summits in the Department (Malédie, Tête du Basto, 
Grand Capelet and Clapier).

 

PEïRA CAVA
> www.luceram.com 

Just 13 km from Lucéram, the Peïra-Cava Nordic area is perched 
at 1,500 metres above sea level, overlooking the Paillon, Vésubie 
and Bévéra valleys. 
Perfect for ski touring, snowshoeing and hiking, the site is a 
panoramic viewing point of exceptional beauty.
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HANDI SKI
In 2001, the Alpes-Maritimes General Council launched the 
Handiski plan of action, enabling people with disabilities to 
practice skiing in the safest and most comfortable conditions 
possible. The General Council has since acquired 9 tandem skis 
(Auron, Isola 2000, La Colmiane and Valberg), a dual ski and a kart 
ski, intended for use by people with disabilities, free of charge. 
An operator’s licence is essential for handling this equipment, 
so the Department finances a 9-day training course each year 
for volunteers and professionals who wish to become qualified 
operators (at a cost of €10,000 per training session).
Nearly 50 operators trained in 4 years and around 500 
beneficiaries in 2009-2010
> www.handiski06.com  

CALENDAR OF EVENTS 
FESTIVALS AND 
ENTERTAINMENT

From 20 to 22 December - Isola 2000
3rd International Mountain Wine Exhibition  

January 2014
Auron - 5th "Auron Poker Ski by Partouche"
Auron and Isola 2000 
The Russian New Year! For a period of 1 week, the Mercantour 
Resorts celebrate Russia through its culture and traditions. 

February 2014
Auron - 3rd edition of "Chefs au Sommet d’Auron"
A Festival of Mountain Gastronomy presided over by the Michelin 
two-star chef, Alain Llorca.

Valberg – The "Bulles de Neige" Comics Festival

March 2014

Isola 2000 – Mountain Freestyle Show

Throughout the season
"Les Hivernales" 2014 – The Alpes-Maritimes in 100% freestyle mode!
The 4th edition will take place from January to April 2014. The 
"HIVERNALES" take over the lower slopes of a resort from 
Saturday morning through Sunday evening. Here you will find 
introductions to ski cross, slopestyle, snowboard cross, big 
air, moguls...all on specially built features on the lower slopes, 
guaranteed to boost your adrenaline. Two times a day, the event 
puts on a Big Air skiing and snowboarding show with the best 
riders on the Côte d'Azur.
To be confirmed: • Festival de la Cascade de glace (Ice climbing 
festival) - St-Dalmas-Le-Selvage • "La Foulée hivernale" - St-
Dalmas-Le-Selvage • The "Bulles de Neige" Comics Festival – 
Valberg
 
 
 
 

CALENDAR OF 
SPORTS EVENTS - 
COMPETITIONS/TESTS

7-8 December – Isola 2000
Open weekends with opportunities to try out new skiing and 
boardsports equipment

9-10-11 December – Auron and Isola 2000
FIS – International Super G ski competition 

January 2014
10-11– Isola 2000 : Andros Trophy

February 2014
1 & 2– Isola 2000 : French Cup in Boardercross 

Saint-Dalmas-Le-Selvage – "La Foulée blanche" – Snowshoe race 
(ranked event, FFME French Cup, sponsored by the French Federation 
for Climbing and Mountaineering)
Saint-Dalmas-Le-Selvage - "Challenge Victor Cessole" 
(Ski touring and ski mountaineering)
Castérino – "Trail des Neiges" and "Kid Raid"

March 2014
22-23 or 29-30/03- Isola 2000: Mountain Freestyle Show 

Saint-Dalmas-Le-Selvage: "Rallye des Sanguinières".

PRESS
"I'm going to spend the night in an igloo in Mercantour National Park. 
Between mountain tourism and a survival experience in a hostile 
environment, exploring a national park in the Alpes-Maritimes can 
take various forms. This unique experience is possible in Mercantour". 
Le Centre Presse – Feb 2013. 
"Between the sea and snow on the Côte d'Azur. Just one hour from Nice, the 
Alpes-Maritimes make it possible to combine downhill skiing and lazing on 
the beach in the same day." First Class - Winter 2013. 
"A ski and sea weekend on the Côte d’Azur. Before taking a 
leisurely boat ride, we can tear down snowy slopes overlooking the 
Mediterranean. In bargain or jet-set mode." 10 march 2013 – Le JDD. 
"Want a unique getaway on the Côte d’Azur? Then head from the big blue 
to the snowy peaks to build an igloo, just follow the guide... One night in an 
"Ice Palace" on the Côte d’Azur!" Envie d’ailleurs Magazine - Winter 2013.
"Skiing on an azure backdrop. (...) Between the mountains and the sea, 
the Côte d'Azur allows visitors to combine the pleasures of the beach 
with those of the snowy slopes. (...) In Auron, Isola 2000 and Valberg, 
the joy of gliding down the slopes is enhanced by breathtaking views 
and a variety of winter sports activities to choose from. (...) Snowy, 
sunny, sporty and family-friendly...the Alpes-Maritimes resorts have 
every bit as much to offer as those of the Northern Alps. (...) A contrast 
that shows visitors another side of the 'French Riviera'." February 
2012  Le Bien Public and le Journal de Saône et Loire.
"On the edge of Mercantour National Park, one hour from Nice, lovely 
ski areas invite families to pursue "pleasure skiing". When you think 
"Snow", skiing within an hour's drive from Nice is not necessarily 
the first thing that comes to mind. Yet in the Southern Alps, several 
resorts make it possible to experience the pleasures of winter, the sun 
and the sweetness of the South at its best." February 2012 – L’Alsace. 
"The Côte d’Azur – Snow under the sun. In less than fifty kilometres as 
the crow flies from the Mediterranean, you can freely indulge in winter 
sports while enjoying maximum sunshine. And you can even feed your 
intellect while skiing." - Le Télégramme – January 2012.
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Your press contact: 
 

Florence LECOINTRE, 
f.lecointre@cotedazur-tourisme.com

CYAN MAGENTA JAUNE NOIR
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